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ABSTRACT
Today’s technological world is causing further separation
between the mind and body, resulting in physiological and
psychological issues. Mindfulness blurs this duality and
helps people to be aware of their present life. This thesis
explores the idea of presence and how architecture can play
a role in creating moments of awareness. It investigates the
ways architecture can engage the five senses through form,
material, light and shadow, and connection to nature.
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MANIFESTO
Technology, social media, busy life, daily concerns, being more
successful, doing more, making more—all are separating us
from ourselves, from our true existence.
Maybe it is time to change our perspectives.
To shift from “doing” to “being.”
To experience our presence.
To experience our true life.
Are not our lives the one present moment that is going by
right now?
We are so engaged with the past, with the future, that we
are hardly aware of our present life, our present sense, our
present emotion, and our present feeling.
It is time to transform our world into a sensuous place where
in a moment, in an instance, we are rewarded for just being
(figure 1).

Figure 1 Presence. A person inside a water cave with light coming
from above demonstrates an expression of presence
and mindfulness.
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INTRODUCTION

the difference between the intellectual aspect (mind) and
the haptic realm (body) of architectural design.7 Since the

Today’s digital world has made people more isolated from
their peers and especially from themselves, resulting in more
mental and physical illness.1 Modernity, also, has caused a big
shift from the fundamentals of human experience in a place
and has neglected the body as a sensory perceiver of the
world.2 As a result, mindfulness (self-awareness) has become
dramatically important for maintaining personal well-being
and psychological balance.3 The body is the means by which
human beings perceive the world, and there are a variety

unification of mind and body is the key element of a mindful
experience, sensorial body awareness can result in having
a conscious mind (figure 2). In this regard, architecture can
serve as a means to engage the senses and in doing so,
help users achieve a state of mindfulness. Vision, hearing,
smell, taste, and touch in architecture can be explored as a
phenomenological aspect of design. This is one of the main
theories in many works of practitioners like Steven Holl and
Peter Zumthor.8

of mindfulness techniques that require attending to body

A museum of five senses will serve as the means to investigate

sensations. Additionally, sensorial stimulation is necessary

these theories. The museum will engage the senses through

for the brain, otherwise sensorial deprivation happens,

a journey of five different galleries, each related to a specific

which is as bad for the brain as the lack of stimulation for

sense in order to increase somatic awareness. Since many

the muscles.4 In this regard, architecture can play a pivotal

people spend their daily busy lives in the downtown area, this

role in evoking this needed sensorial experience by engaging

museum could be like a moment of pause at the middle of

all five senses.5 This thesis investigates the effect of material,

the chaotic world. Hence, the site is located in a dense part

light and shadow, sound, smell, taste, and movement in a

of downtown Memphis on Court Avenue between Main and

place on evoking sensorial awareness, to lead to a state of

Front Streets.

mindfulness.
Mindfulness is defined as “the clear and single minded
awareness of what actually happens to us and in us at the
successive moments of perception,”6 which is related to the
unification of mind and body. Modern western philosophy
has considered mind and body as two separate elements.
The dualism of mind and body in architecture derives from

1. Charmaraman, Sode, and Bickham, “Adolescent Mental Health
Challenges.”
2. Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin.

7. Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin.
8. Holl, “Questions of Perception”; Zumthor, Thinking Architecture.

3. Hofmann, Sawyer, Witt, and Oh, “Effect of Mindfulness-Based
Therapy.”
4. Behling, “Architecture and Science of Senses.”
5. Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin.
6. Thera, The Power of Mindfulness, 5.
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Figure 2 Immersion. A person immersed under the water
demonstrates a sensuous presence in the environment.
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DESIGN SOLUTION
To provide personal well-being and psychological balance,
the museum aims to create a mindful experience for the
users. Mindfulness happens when the body and mind unite
so that one is completely aware of his or her senses, feelings,
thoughts, and whatever is happening at the present moment.
The museum will fulfill this goal by engaging the five senses in
order to increase somatic awareness (awareness of the body
and sensations).
The site is located in downtown Memphis (figure 3). Locating
the museum at the middle of this busy and chaotic world
creates a moment of pause and a moment of peace in people’s
busy lifestyles. The site also takes advantage of being close
to the river; although it is in the heart of the busy world, it is
still connected to natural elements—the Mississippi River and
Memphis Park—in order to enhance the mindful experience
(figure 4).
The site is located close to Main Street and Court Square in
downtown Memphis, and it is mainly surrounded by hotel
and office buildings (figures 5 and 6). The existing use of
the site is an outdoor parking lot. Currently, the access from
Court Avenue to Main Street, and from North Center Lane to
Jefferson Avenue has been blocked by the hotels along Main
Street (figure 6). Therefore, the project is proposing to bring
back the circulation on these two streets to provide more
access in the neighborhood and help people approach the
museum in a more convenient way (figure 7).

Figure 3 Nolli Map
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Figure 4 Site Location in Relation to River

2. Hotel

3. Court Square

4. Memphis Park
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5. Mississippi River

Figure 5 Site Context
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Figure 7 Proposed Site Circulation

Figure 6 Site Massing and Circulation
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ENGAGING WITH THE SITE
The journey of discovering mindfulness starts when people
are walking along the sidewalks and experiencing the outside

continues to the ground and fades away as it moves away from
the building (figure 10). This fading out blurs the boundaries
between the site and the building.

of the building. Therefore, the exterior materiality plays a crucial
role in evoking awareness as an initial experience. Contextually
speaking, the buildings along Front Street are mostly made of
concrete and stone (figure 8). However, concrete is primarily
used in parking garages. Since the museum tries to evoke
the senses and at the same time be related to the context,
it uses a material from the site—concrete—and expresses it
in a more tactile way. The facades are made out of concrete
with specific patterns inspired by railroad ties adjacent to the
site in downtown Memphis (figures 8-10). Railroad ties are
an expression of traveling through a journey—just like the
experience of the museum through mindfulness.
The museum is within the scale of the majority of the buildings
along the street (figure 11). The west facade, which is along
Front Street, includes a large glazed opening aligned with the
sidewalk of Memphis Park just across the street, enhancing
the connection between the exterior and the interior for people
approaching from the park. The opening allows people across
the street to see into the museum’s ceremonial staircase so
that from the exterior people are aware of the heart of the
building (figures 9, 11, and 12).
As people walk along the sidewalks, their initial sensory
awareness begins with a tactile experience of the exterior
sidewalks adjacent to the building and the first floor wall.
This experience happens by using materials adjacent to
the site to help people connect to the building. The wall and
sidewalks are made out of cobblestones, which are a part
of the historic riverfront materials in Memphis (figures 8 and

6

10). The cobblestone is also expressed on the seating on the

Figure 8

Context and Materiality

south, west, and north facades, thus enhancing the tactile

Figure 9

Next Spread, Left: Aligned Glazed Opening

experience. Beyond the wall and the seating, the cobblestone

Figure 10 Next Spread, Right: Exterior Materiality

A Riverfront cobblestone creates
tactile wall
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Figure 12 Site Plan

Figure 11 Left: South and West Street Elevations
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BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY
The sensory galleries are located on top of each other, yet have
a sectional relationship (figures 13 and 14). The extrusions
on the exterior form express the galleries from outside while
letting the sunlight into the space from the sides and above.
The flat surfaces on the facade are the service spacesin the
building—offices, restrooms, stairs and elevator (figure 18).

DAYTIME SENSORY EXPLORATION
Mindfulness experience is a journey from darkness to light.1
This idea is expressed in the museum: in the interior, by the
vertical stacking of the galleries; on the exterior, through
different shades of gray starting from darker gray at the
bottom and progressing to lighter gray at the top (figures
13 and 14). This gradation of material is achieved by using
different concrete aggregates for each shade of gray. The
extrusion of the galleries, their materiality and color, can be
seen on all four elevations of the building (figures 15-18).
1. Thera, The Power of Mindfulness.

Figure 13 Conceptual Form Diagram

Figure 14 Right: Exterior Daytime Perspective
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NIGHTTIME SENSORY EXPLORATION
During the night, the journey from darkness to light is
expressed by the intensity of the light: the building has lower
intensity light at the bottom and higher intensity at the top
(figure 19).
Emphasizing the entrance, the form of the first floor has been
cut away at the corner, encouraging people to enter. The
permeable walls, also at the corner, not only articulate the
entrance, but also enhance the dialogue between exterior and
interior spaces. The view to the staircase and the highly tactile
experience of the exterior materials become a threshold from
the exterior to the interior journey and offer further opportunity
for awareness.

Figure 19 Next Page: Exterior Nighttime Perspective
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JOURNEY THROUGH THE BUILDING
The museum includes five different galleries for the five
different senses—vision, sound, touch, smell, and taste—

Vision Gallery
Sound Gallery
Touch Gallery
Smell Gallery
Taste Gallery

encouraging people to focus on one sense over the others in
each gallery (figure 20). Although each gallery emphasizes a
particular sense, there are moments of connection across the
galleries that encourage people to perceive the relationships
among the senses. This is primarily accomplished through

Figure 20 Museum Program

sectional relationships within the building (figures 20 and 21).
Figure 23 shows how the program is setup across the floor plans.

SENSORY EXPLORATION
Intentionally lessening one or more senses can play a crucial
role on the level of consciousness people have for that
particular sense.2 For instance, people may not be aware
of hearing every little sound surrounding them, but once all
the surrounding sound disappears, they may become more
conscious of the sounds around them, and understand how
sound bounces or is absorbed by different materials. For this
reason, the museum provides a transitional space before
entering each gallery to remove the sense before being
immersed in it.
The journey of mindfulness in the museum happens through a
sequence of experiences for each sense at each level (figure
22). The journey starts with a transitional room, continues with
the main space of the gallery for the particular sense, then
connects the galleries with a multi-sensorial vertical circulation
experience (figure 23). Together, the transitions, galleries, and
vertical circulation lead people to a sensory exploration that
brings awareness.
2. Behling, “Architecture and Science of Senses.”
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Removing the Sense
Emphasizing One Sense and Indicating
Relationship with Other Senses
Immersing in Multi-Sensory Experience

Figure 21 Conceptual Sequence

Gallery
(Immersing in the sense)

Transition
(Removing the sense)

Vertical Circulation
(Multi-sensory experience)
Staircase
Elevator

Figure 22 Three-Phase Interior Journey

First Floor

Fourth Floor

Second Floor

Fifth Floor

Third Floor

Sixth Floor

Vision Gallery
Sound Gallery
Touch Gallery
Smell Gallery
Taste Gallery

Figure 23 Program Breakdown
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ARRIVAL
As people walk inside the building, they enter the lobby and
are immersed in the multi-sensory staircase at the center of
the building or the elevator right beside it (figure 24). Light
from above and engaging with nature are among the qualities
for the vertical circulation, aiming to create a multi-sensory
experience for the users after immersing in each sense (figures
25 and 26). Vegetation is at the center of the staircase and on
the side shaft walls of the elevator. The elevator is made of

8

4

glass, and there is a considerable distance between the glass

5

and the concrete shaft so that vegetation can grow over the

9

3

shaft walls. Additionally, some openings in the glass allow the

21

1

smell of the vegetation into the elevator, thus creating a multisensory experience similar to the staircase (figure 26).
Front Street

2

7
2
10

1
9
6
1. Entry
2. Lobby
3. Reception
4. Gift Shop
5. Media Room
6. Office
7. Restroom
8. Product Receiving
9. Stairs
10. Elevator
0

10

20

Figure 24 First Floor Plan
Figure 25 Next Page: Central Staircase
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Court Avenue
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6

1

21

2
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The multi-sensory vertical circulation leads people to the
various galleries. This transition from the vertical circulation
to the galleries is followed by curved walls, encouraging the
movement through the journey.
Although the experience for each gallery is sequential
(transition room then gallery), the museum as a whole may be
experienced in various sequences, three of which are shown
in figure 27. When experienced from bottom to top, visitors
first encounter the vision gallery; second the sound gallery;
third the touch gallery, fourth the smell gallery; and finally, the
taste gallery.
The way the galleries are ordered is based on the interaction
each sense may have with the others. The senses with
closer interconnection are located closer to each other. This
interaction either happens through the shared walls between
galleries, or the shared floor/ceiling plane.

Figure 27 Gallery Experience Scenarios

Figure 26 Left: Glass Elevator
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VISION GALLERY
When Pallasmaa talks about the dominance of vision, he
compares the sense of vision with that of touch. He maintains
touch is the sense of nearness and intimacy, whereas vision
is the sense of distance and directionality. While experiencing
some emotional situations, some people prefer to close their
eyes in order to dim the sharpness of vision. Deep shadows
and darkness dims this sharpness and provides ambiguity of
15

distance, creating unconscious peripheral vision and tactile

15

fantasy.3 Thus, lessening light and providing deep shadows
in architecture is helpful to achieve those goals. As a result,
the experience of the vision gallery (figure 28) starts with a

14

open to below

low-lit transitional space (figure 29). In this room, the sense of
to navigate the space. A handrail made out of wood leads
people in the space through the sense of touch. Diminishing

Front Street

vision lessens so that people have to use their other senses

the sense of vision helps people to become more mindful
about their sense of sight.4

13
6

All transitional rooms in the museum offer some seating for
visitors, creating a moment of pause to grasp the experience

4

at a deeper level. The door profile in all transitional rooms

5

11

12

is inspired by the geometrical movement of the galleries
along the west facade so that in each gallery people are
reminded of what they initially experienced (figure 30). Since
experiencing the door in the transitional rooms becomes a
threshold between a non-sensuous place to a sensuous one,
the door push bars are made of the material that is going to
be experienced in the upcoming space.

11.
12.
13.
14
15.

Vision Transition
Light Awareness Room
Distant Vision Room
Conference Room
Office
0

10

20

Figure 28 Second Floor Plan
3. Eyes of the Skin.
4. Behling, “Architecture and Science of Senses.”
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Figure 29 Transition into Vision Gallery

Figure 30 Door Profile Inspiration
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In the vision transition room, there are two openings in line
with the average eye level that create two lines of light on the
door. These lines of light engage people with the upcoming
sensual experience, as the experience of the vision gallery is
about light awareness.

River View

Sum
Sun mer
set

TIME AND SPACE PERCEPTION ROOM

ter
Win nset
Su

After the transition room, people will enter the main space of
the vision gallery. The first portion of the gallery is about the

r
me
Sum nrise
Su

W
Sun inter
rise
Sun Path

experience of light awareness, and includes openings along

Prevailing Wind

the south wall that allow the sunlight inside the room, creating
lines of light and shadow throughout the day (figure 31). The
extrusion of the vision gallery to the south allows light into the

Figure 31 Sun, Wind, and View Study

space from above as well as the side (figure 32). The patterns
of light and shadow on the floor are varied during different
times of the day and year so that users have the perception of
time. The floor includes bronze material to show the location
of the light rays during different times of a day and a year:
there are particular times of day when the sun perfectly lines

Sun Rays (Spring Equinox, 11:00 am)

up with the bronze floor patterns (figure 33).

Shadow Lines
Figure 32 Example of Light Path in Vision Gallery

Figure 33 Next Page: Light and Floor Interaction, Vision
Gallery
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4

27

The vision gallery also features a night experience: the
gallery includes several mechanical spotlights that swing
regularly. Through their motion, these spotlights define the
space by creating lines of light on the floor (figures 34 and
35). The experience of this portion of the gallery is about time

Swinging Spotlights

perception during the day, and space perception during the
night.

Light Lines

Figure 34 Spotlight Line Path

Figure 35 Next Page: Night Experience, Vision Gallery
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4
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RAINBOW WINDOW
In transition between the first and second portions of the
vision gallery, people encounter a rainbow window consisting
of hundreds of prisms, which create rays of color on the
wall and the floor (figure 37). This element is inspired by a
window in the Rainbow Church, designed by Tokujin Yoshioka
in Japan (figure 36). In the Church, Yoshioka tried to design a
space where people could experience light with their senses.5
By experiencing this window in the vision gallery, people
interpret the color spectrum that makes up white light. Since
the experience of the vision gallery is about light awareness,
understanding what makes the light is a part of sensory
awareness.
5. Etherington, “Rainbow Church by Tokujin Yoshioka.”

Figure 36 Rainbow Church Window

Figure 37 Next Page: Rainbow Window, Vision Gallery
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DISTANT VISION ROOM
The next space in the vision gallery is the distant vision room,
which emphasizes that the sense of vision is one of distance
and directionality. The room is completely lit and has views to
the street and the river, the lobby, the adjacent sound gallery,

Touching the Vision Gallery

and the upstairs touch gallery. The window facing the street is
on the west facade, providing views to Front Street, Memphis
Park, and the Mississippi River (figure 31).

Distant View to Touch Gallery

A portion of the ceiling is made out of glass so that people are
able to see the touch gallery located above (figure 38). This
visual connection is not only demonstrating the relationship
between the sense of vision and touch, it is also emphasizing
the distant quality of vision, while expressing the intimate

Figure 38 View from Vision Gallery to Touch Gallery

quality of the sense of touch: people are standing on the
glass touching the vision gallery through their feet.
The sound gallery, which is located adjacent to the distant
vision room, emphasizes the relationship between the sense
of hearing and vision. Since this gallery is a theater of visual
sound, the view to the theater from the vision gallery is
happening by a periscope inside the wall; people are able to

Periscope Wall

see the visual effects of music in the periscope’s mirror (figure
39).
Additionally, there is a wall in this gallery made out of translucent
concrete, letting people see the shadows of people walking
on the other side of the wall (figure 40). The entire journey

Figure 39 Sectional Periscope

in the vision gallery is going from darkness to light and from
unknown to known, just like the journey of mindfulness.6
6. Thera, The Power of Mindfulness.

Figure 40 Next Page: Distant Vision Room, Vision Gallery
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SOUND GALLERY
The journey in the sound gallery begins with a transitional
room (figure 41). This room is a sound proof space, blocking
out surrounding noise (figure 42). Once the auditory sense
is lessened for a while, the upcoming sound experience in
the gallery becomes more powerful.

8
20

19

There are some elements of the upcoming experience (LED
neon lights) on the door, creating a moment of threshold

20

between the non-sensory and sensory experience. The
LED neon lights are among the elements in the black box

17

18

theater, showing the visual effects of sound that are about
to be experienced in the sound gallery.

16
7

20
19

Front Street

19

9

21

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Sound Transition
Amplified Sound Room
Black Box Theater
Stage Preparation
Storage
Office
0

10

20

Figure 41 Third Floor Plan
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Court Avenue

7

Figure 42 Transition into Sound Gallery
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AMPLIFIED SOUND ROOM

Sunlight

The main space of the gallery begins in a room with amplified
sound. In general, curved surfaces with a parabolic shape
amplify sound by reflection. They collect the incoming sound
waves and project them to a single point at the center called
the focal point (figure 43).7 This portion of the gallery offers
two listening areas for experiencing the amplified sound. The
seating in each area is located in a place where the focal
point perfectly aligns with the location of human ears, allowing
visitors to clearly hear the faintest noise inside the room.
Additionally, the curved ceiling of the room allows sound to
travel through the space easily, making even quiet whispers
audible across the room (figure 43).8 Experiencing these
amplified sound waves, which is completely different from
the typical everyday sound experience, helps people to
be more aware of their auditory sense, and interpret the
qualities of the space. Pallasmaa notes that through the ears,
one can perceive the characteristics of space: intimacy or
monumentality, invitation or rejection, hospitality or hostility.9
Similar to the vision gallery, the sound gallery connects to
other sensory galleries. Along with the auditory awareness in

Figure 43 Sound Travel and Time Perception

this room, there is a glass oculus on the ceiling that allows the
light in from the skylight in the smell gallery above, creating a
time perception experience for visitors (figure 43). A portion of
the floor at the center of the room is identified with a specific
color, allowing visitors to perceive the location of the sun in
relationship to the center of the room (figure 44).
7. Wahlstrom, “The Parabolic Reflector.”
8. Cox, The Sound Book.
9. Eyes of the Skin.

Figure 44 Next Page: Amplified Sound Room, Sound Gallery
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BLACK BOX THEATER
The experience of the sound gallery continues with a black
box theater that aims to express the visual projection of music
tones (figure 45). In this visual sound theater, the lights and
colors correlating with specific music tones playing on the
stage would be projected on the walls. Since this gallery
is about the experience of seeing the sound, a sectional
periscope helps people see the visual effects of sound from
the vision gallery (figures 39 and 40).
Although the theater has a stage at the center, performers
go beyond the stage so that the audience is immersed in the
performance. This is enhanced through the theater seating,
which transfers the vibrations of music to the audience so that
they perceive how sound waves can be touched.

Figure 45 Next Page: Black Box Theater, Sound Gallery
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TOUCH GALLERY
The journey continues with the touch gallery, located on the
fourth floor (figure 46). The transitional room for the touch
gallery is a white room: white walls, floor, and ceiling with no
specific texture for the materials as well as ambient white light
all over the room. The corners are smoothed out so that the
light will cast minimal shadows (figure 47). The room tries to
simulate a non-tactile space to take away the sense of touch

26

before entering the gallery.

26

The door push bars are made of clay, since people are going
to visit the clay exhibition in their upcoming experience.
Touching the clay becomes a threshold experience between
Front Street

sensory depravation and sensory stimulation.

13
10

25
11

24
23

12
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Touch Transition
Rain Room
Clay Exhibition
Storage
Office
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Figure 46 Fourth Floor Plan
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Court Avenue

22

10

Figure 47

Transition into Touch Gallery
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RAIN ROOM
After this non-tactile experience, people will be immersed
in a tactile environment, which begins with the rain room.
The conceptual design for this room is inspired by the way
Zumthor engages the sense of touch in the Therme Vals (figure
48).10 In his work, immersion in water plays a pivotal role in
creating a haptic experience, since there is full surface body
contact between the two mediums—the body and the water.
The water temperature variations also help people to be
more mindful about their sense of touch. In Therme Vals, the
building’s spatial composition, materiality, and lighting create
a sensory experience for visitors that leads to an architectural
awareness. These ideas are the basis for designing the rain
room as the beginning of the touch gallery journey. In this
room, the rainwater comes all the way down from the side
walls, allowing people to feel the drops of water on their skin,
and feel the moisture on the exposed parts of their body
(figure 49). This creates a haptic experience as people walk
through the room.
The rainwater is the actual rain collected by the museum
during rainy days in Memphis; it is filtered and pumped to
the room during different times of the year. For sustainability
purposes, the museum recycles the rainwater continuously
for its next use in this room.

Figure 48 Therme Vals

10. Souza, “Peter Zumthor’s Therme Vals.”

Figure 49 Next Page: Rain Room, Touch Gallery
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CLAY EXHIBITION
After the rain room, the experience of the touch gallery
continues with the clay artwork exhibition (figure 52). When
walking into this part of the gallery, people are immersed with
the clay artworks hanging from the curved walls. The walls are
lit from behind, drawing people’s awareness to the artwork
(figure 52). By walking between these walls, people are
encouraged to touch and smell the clay art. The design for
this art exhibition is inspired by “After Illusion,” which is an art
installation designed by Zahrah Al Ghamdi (figure 50).11 This
installation is filled with thousands of handmade cotton-filled
leather pieces hanging from several lit walls. This immersive
environment creates a tactile experience along with evoking
material awareness.
Clay is a highly tactile material that creates a powerful
olfactory experience. In order to bring awareness of the
connection between the sense of touch and the sense of
smell, the museum takes advantage of natural ventilation
to engage the sense of smell inside the touch gallery. The
direction of prevailing wind is from the south (figure 31); there

Figure 50 After Illusion

are openings on the south facade of the touch gallery that
allow air inside the gallery to carry the smell of clay up to the
smell gallery above (figure 51). In this way, the experience of
the smell gallery is also interconnected with the tactility of the
clay.
The gallery is furnished with metal thermal seats, providing a
comfortable temperature zone in order to engage the sense
of touch. Since this gallery is naturally ventilated and the
inside temperature is influenced by the weather condition, it
is pleasant for users to enjoy the comfortable temperature of
the seats during hot summer and cold winter days.
11. O’Kelly, “Land Artist Zahrah Al Ghamdi’s.”
Figure 52 Next Page: Clay Exhibition, Touch Gallery
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Figure 51 Clay Scent from Touch to Smell Gallery
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The experience of making clay is highly tactile. For this
reason, a portion of this gallery is equipped with clay making
materials so that people can make clay artworks. This not only
evokes tactile awareness, it also allows people to contribute
in making art and adding value to the museum.

FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO OTHER GALLERIES
Besides the connection to the smell gallery, the touch gallery
is also connected to the sound and vision galleries. There is
a window on the shared wall between the touch and sound
galleries where people can feel the vibrations of music coming
from the theater (figures 53 and 54). A part of the gallery’s

Figure 53 Vibratory Connections from Theater

floor is made out of glass so that people can stand on it and
touch the vision gallery downstairs through their feet (figure
54). Again, this articulates the intimate quality of the sense of
touch and the distant quality of the sense of vision.

Figure 54 Next Page: Touch-Sound and Touch-Vision
Connection
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SMELL GALLERY
As people approach the fifth floor (figure 55)—before even
entering the transitional room—they immediately experience
the smell of coffee coming from the openings located at the
cafe’s kitchen on the sixth floor. This smell drifts down through
the stairwell from above. The transitional room for the smell
gallery is an unscented room that includes air filters and
ventilation systems in order to remove any kind of scent out of

15

the space (figure 56). The reason for encountering the smell of
coffee before the transitional room is to make the experience

29

27

of the scentless room more noticeable. This withdrawal of the
28

olfactory sense helps people to be more mindful about the

16

28
14

The push bars on the door to the gallery are made of the same
material as the first smell cone in the upcoming experience.
The push bars are not just horizontal like the previous galleries;

Front Street

upcoming smell perception in the gallery.

they turn and move up approaching nose level. The transition
door creates a moment of threshold for smell perception.
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Figure 55 Fifth Floor Plan
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Court Avenue

14

Figure 56 Transition into Smell Gallery
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MAIN GALLERY
The main space of the smell gallery includes seven smell
volumes with slanted walls. The walls begin four feet above
the floor and continue to the ceiling. These volumes have a
conical shape, and inside, each is covered with a specific
material or plant that represents the specific scent, such as
wood, metal, leather, and flowers. The largest one is located at
the beginning of the gallery and is inspired by Peter Zumthor’s
Bruder Klaus Field Chapel (figure 57).
Zumthor’s chapel started by constructing a wood structure for
the base, and continued by casting concrete over the wood,
then burning the wood out so that the concrete remained
with the wood texture and the smell of burnt wood.12 This
immersive environment creates a powerful sense of place, as
people are surrounded by the tactility and the smell of the
material. The slanted walls in this cone are constructed in the
same way so that people inside are immersed with the smell
of burnt wood (figure 58). Seating inside the cone creates a
moment of pause to give people enough time to grasp the
experience.
12. Galilee, “Bruder Klaus Chapel.”

Figure 57 Bruder Klaus Chapel

Figure 58 Next Page: Burnt Wood Volume, Smell Gallery
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After the experience of concrete with the burnt wood smell,
people continue their journey to the other six cones within the
space (figure 59). Figure 61 shows the smell experience in the
cone covered with cedar wood.
All the cones are open at the top to the sky so that the air, sun,
and rain can come through the space and touch the material,
thus bringing different smell interpretations in different weather
conditions. For instance, wet wood or heated leather smell
different compared to their typical state (figure 60).
Figure 59 Smell Cones in Smell Gallery

Air

Rain

Sun

Figure 60 Smell Perception during Weather Condition

Figure 61 Cedar Wood Volume, Smell Gallery
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TASTE GALLERY
The taste gallery, which begins on the sixth floor (figure 62),
is about the taste and smell of coffee. The sense of taste and
smell are closely related to each other. In fact, only a small
portion of taste is perceived by the tongue; the majority is
actually recognized by the nose. The taste buds in the tongue
can detect a limited number of flavors and they rely on the
nose to differentiate between the millions of subtle gradations
36

36

in taste that someone might experience.13 That is why the
experience of smelling coffee is interestingly close to the
experience of tasting it. Studies also show that a considerable
amount of taste stimulation is happening by the sense of
vision. In fact, the hue, the intensity, and the saturation of the
the olfactory and gustatory perceptions.14
A flavorless room serves as the transition to remove the sense

Front Street

color of the consumed food and drink have strong effects on

19

of taste before entering the gallery (figure 63). This room

20

includes palette cleansing stands containing water, since

33

water is something that lacks taste and smell. Since color can

35

stimulate the sense of taste, there is no color projection on
the water, and the stand material is made out of the same

34
32

material as the surrounding walls, all trying to express a room
that lacks the sense of taste.
The push bars on the door to the gallery are covered with
coffee beans, since the upcoming experience is a cafe that
is about experiencing the smell and taste of coffee and its
flavors. Similar to the push bars at the smell gallery, these
push bars continue to the level of the nose, enhancing the
olfactory and gustatory experience of the coffee beans.
This creates a moment of transition between the flavorless

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Taste Transition
Coffee Flavor Room
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Outdoor Cafe
Kitchen
Office
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experience and the flavorous one.
13. Spence, “Can You Taste the Color?”
14. Marano, “When it Comes to Taste.”
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Figure 62 Sixth Floor Plan
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Figure 63 Transition into Taste Gallery
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COFFEE FLAVOR ROOM
The destination of the taste gallery is a cafe where different
kinds of coffee are served. Before entering the cafe, there
is a hallway featuring different flavors that can be added to
coffee. There are several flavor stands: mint, pepper, honey,
vanilla, pumpkin, and pure coffee (figure 64). Since some
flavors are pictured in some people’s minds by a specific
color, each stand is projected with a light in a color specified
with that particular flavor—green for mint, red for pepper,
yellow for honey, white for vanilla, orange for pumpkin, and
brown for pure coffee. People walking through the hallway can
approach each flavor stand, and start seeing, touching, and
smelling the flavors of coffee. As a result, experiencing these
flavor stands stimulates the sense of taste before entering the
cafe.

Figure 64 Next Page: Coffee Flavor Stands, Taste Gallery
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CAFE
After experiencing the flavorless room and the flavor stand
hallway, people will enter the cafe, which includes both indoor
and outdoor spaces. There are coffee grinders and roasters
inside the cafe so that people can see the process of making
coffee while enjoying the smell of it. The outdoor space of
the cafe has views to the river so that people seated can see
the river and the city as well as hear the city and smell the
city, while tasting and smelling their coffee (figure 65). Most
of the seats in the cafe are oriented toward the inside, while
the corner seat is positioned towards the street, creating a
moment of enhanced connection to the city. Although it
is about the taste of coffee, this destination brings a multisensorial experience to the user.

Figure 65 Next Page: Cafe, Taste Gallery
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There are two seating areas in the cafe (one indoor and one
outdoor), located along the shared wall of the smell gallery,
that offer openings to the smell cones downstairs (figures
66 and 67). Those specific cones are covered with flowers
so that people seated in the cafe can smell the aroma while
enjoying their coffee. The greenery and the cobblestones
in these areas are a reminder of what people experienced

The flower smell travels from
smell gallery to the cafe

initially on the sidewalks around the building.
Figure 66 Flower Aroma from Smell Gallery

Figure 67 Next Page: Cafe Wall Openings to Smell Cones
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SENSES

A

Although each gallery in the museum emphasizes one
particular sense over the others, the relationship between
that sense with other ones is mandatory in body sensory
awareness. The sensorial relationships in this project are
A

presented in the sections (figures 68 and 69).
Apart from the galleries, the museum offers other spaces in
the program such as a media room, conference room, offices,
kitchen, product receiving room, restrooms, and storage.
There is a basement level below the first floor that provides
large storage areas for the museum (figure 68).

Figure 68 Section A
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Figure 69 Section B
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THE RETURN JOURNEY
As the experience of the galleries concludes, people go down
through the vertical circulation to the first floor. Now that the
senses are heightened, they may see the way light is shining
on the tree, may smell the tree, may hear the surrounding
sound, may feel the tactility of the cobblestones, and may
sense the city as they approach the glazed window. What was
once the window into the museum is now the window to the
city—people encounter it with a new awareness (figure 70).

Figure 70 Return Journey
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CONCLUSION

Living in the present moment is one of the most precious
experiences one can have in his or her life: being free, leaving
the past behind and the future life ahead, and just “being” in
the moment. This state of being cannot happen without the
unification of the mind and body. When the mind is aware of
what the body is experiencing, one is at the highest level of
consciousness. This self-awareness plays an essential role in
personal well-being and psychological balance.
This thesis is an architectural expression that leads people to
a state of mindfulness through somatic awareness. The thesis
achieves this goal by engaging the five senses. This sensory
awareness happens through a sequence of experiences:
sensory depravation, sensory stimulation, and multi-sensory
experience.
The project accomplishes this goal through the way light and
shadow are implemented in the space, the way materiality
interacts with the senses, the way the form of the building
creates a specific experience, and the way nature can
incorporate sensory stimulation. All together, this leads visitors
to a greater state of awareness (figure 71).

Figure 71 Awareness
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on personal experiences, and the acultural appreciation of
commonplace details. He also describes how architecture is
able to evoke a spiritual sense.
The book influences the thesis on the topic of presence
within architecture. Presence happens in architecture when
it embraces not just the body but also the mind and soul
through sensual awareness.
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from Google Maps.
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Figure 5

Site Context
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Figure 28

Second Floor Plan
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Figure 6

Site Massing and Circulation
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Figure 29

Transition into Vision Gallery
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Figure 7

Proposed Site Circulation
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Figure 30

Door Profile Inspiration
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Figure 8

Context and Materiality. Figure by author,
adapted from original. Retrieved from Google
Maps.
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Figure 31

Sun, Wind, and View Study
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Figure 32

Example of Light Path in Vision Gallery
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Figure 9

Aligned Glazed Opening
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Figure 33

Light and Floor Interaction, Vision Gallery
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Figure 10

Exterior Materiality
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Figure 34

Spotlight Line Path
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Figure 11

South and West Street Elevations
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Figure 35

Night Experience, Vision Gallery
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Figure 12

Site Plan		
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Figure 36
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Figure 13

Conceptual Form Diagram
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Rainbow Church Window. Image by
Dezeen. Retrieved from https://www.dezeen.
com/2010/02/12/rainbow-church-by-tokujinyoshioka.

Figure 14

Exterior Daytime Perspective
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Figure 37

Rainbow Window, Vision Gallery
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Figure 15

West Elevation
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View from Vision Gallery to Touch Gallery
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Figure 16

South Elevation
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Sectional Periscope
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Figure 17

North Elevation
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Figure 40

Distant Vision Room, Vision Gallery
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Figure 18

East Elevation
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Figure 41

Third Floor Plan
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Figure 19

Exterior Nighttime Perspective
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Figure 1
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Transition into Sound Gallery
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Figure 62

Sixth Floor Plan
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Figure 43

Sound Travel and Time Perception
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Figure 63

Transition into Taste Gallery
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Figure 44

Amplified Sound Room, Sound Gallery
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Figure 64

Coffee Flavor Stands, Taste Gallery
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Black Box Theater, Sound Gallery
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Figure 65

Cafe, Taste Gallery
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Fourth Floor Plan
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Figure 66

Flower Aroma from Smell Gallery
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Figure 47

Transition into Touch Gallery
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Figure 67

Cafe Wall Openings to Smell Cones
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Figure 48

Therme Vals. Image by Hélène Binet.
Retrieved from https://trendland.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/11/Therme-Vals-PeterZumthor-Helene-Binet-photographer-07.jpg.
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Figure 68

Section A
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Figure 69

Section B
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Figure 49

Rain Room, Touch Gallery
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Figure 70

Return Journey
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Figure 50

After Illusion. Image by Italo Rondinella.
Retrieved from https://www.wallpaper.com/
art/saudi-arabia-pavilion-zahrah-al-ghamdivenice-biennale.
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Figure 71

Awareness. Image by Flickr. Retrieved from
https://www.zmescience.com/ecology/
deep-sea-mining-24062020.
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Figure 72

Introduction Presentation Boards
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Figure 51

Clay Scent Coming from Touch to Smell
Gallery
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Figure 73

Experiential Presentation Boards
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Figure 52

Clay Exhibition, Touch Gallery
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Figure 74

Final Defense Presentation Setup
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Figure 53

Vibratory Connections from Theater
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Figure 75

Site Model
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Figure 54

Touch-Sound and Touch-Vision Connection
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Figure 76

Research Summary Presentation
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Figure 55

Fifth Floor Plan
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Figure 77

Sensory Immersion
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Figure 56

Transition into Smell Gallery
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Figure 57

Bruder Klaus Chapel. Image by Samuel
Ludwig. Retrieved from https://www.archdaily.
com/106352/bruder-klaus-fieldchapelpeter-zumthor.
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Figure 58

Burnt Wood Volume, Smell Gallery
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Figure 59

Smell Cones in Smell Gallery
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Figure 60

Smell Perception during Weather
Condition
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Figure 61

Cedar Wood Volume, Smell Gallery
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Unless otherwise noted, figures are by author.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: PRESENTATION MATERIALS
Figures 72-76 are the final presentation materials for
the thesis. Figures 72 and 73 feature the final defense
presentation boards. Figure 74 contain the photographs
taken during presentation. Figure 75 includes photographs
of the site model. Figure 76 contains the research
summary presentation slides.
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Figure 72 Introduction Presentation Boards
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79

Figure 73 Experiential Presentation Boards
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81

Figure 74 Final Defense Presentation Setup
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Figure 75 Site Model
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Figure 76 Research Summary Presentation
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APPENDIX 2: PROCESS PIECE
This process piece in an abstract expression of the thesis
ideas. It demonstrates a space that evokes the senses. For
making this piece, the roll paper tubes are perforated; light
is passed inside the tubes; and, coffee beans are affixed to
the surface. The light coming through the tubes, the color of
the light, the verticality of the elements along with the tactility
and olfactory effect of the coffee beans, together create an
immersive multi-sensory environment (figure 77).

Figure 77 Sensory Immersion
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